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Abstract 

Assessments of a controlled clinical trial suppose to interpret some key 

parameters as the controlled event rate, experimental event date, relative risk,  

absolute risk reduction, relative risk reduction, number needed to treat when 

the effect of the treatment are dichotomous variables. Defined as the difference 

in the event rate between treatment and control groups, the absolute risk 

reduction is the parameter that allowed computing the number needed to treat. 

The absolute risk reduction is compute when the experimental treatment 

reduces the risk for an undesirable outcome/event. In medical literature when 

the absolute risk reduction is report with its confidence intervals, the method 

used is the asymptotic one, even if it is well know that may be inadequate. The 

aim of this paper is to introduce and assess nine methods of computing 

confidence intervals for absolute risk reduction and absolute risk reduction – 

like function. 

Computer implementations of the methods use the PHP language. Methods 

comparison uses the experimental errors, the standard deviations, and the 

deviation relative to the imposed significance level for specified sample sizes. 

Six methods of computing confidence intervals for absolute risk reduction and 

absolute risk reduction-like functions were assessed using random binomial 

variables and random sample sizes. 
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The experiments shows that the ADAC, and ADAC1 methods obtains the best 

overall performance of computing confidence intervals for absolute risk 

reduction.  
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Introduction 

 
 Assessments of the therapy studies suppose to interpret many key parameters 

including the absolute risk reduction, absolute risk increase, and absolute benefit increase 

when de results are dichotomous variables. The absolute risk reduction defined as ״the 

difference in the event rate between treatment group and control groups" [1, 2] is the 

parameter which can be compute when the experimental treatment reduces the risk for an 

undesirable outcome/event. When the treatment harms more patients than the control 

treatment, the absolute risk increase is computes using the same formula as the one used for 

absolute risk reduction. When the experimental treatment increases, the chance of a desirable 

outcome/event the absolute benefit increase is obtain. If we looked at the mathematical 

formula of these parameters, all parameter described above have the same expression and, the 

expression represents the absolute differences between two proportions [3]. 

The confidence intervals for differences between two proportions were describe in a 

few papers [4, 5, 6, 7]. There were not described differentiated the absolute and the relative 

differences between two proportion. Newcombe [4] recommend two methods based on 

Wilson method as the best method for computing confidence intervals for relative difference 

between two proportions. Unfortunately, the only method reported in medical literature for 

absolute risk reduction is the asymptotic method (called here ADWald) which is well knowing 

that may be inadequate [8]. 

  The aim of this paper is to introduce and assess nine methods of computing confidence 

intervals for absolute risk reduction and absolute risk reduction-like functions. 
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Materials and Methods 

 
When the results of a therapy are dichotomous variables a 2×2 contingency table can 

be create, table which contain four groups of cases, noted usually with a, b, c, and d. The real 

positive cases (patients which receive the new treatment and the treatment was efficient), 

usually noted with a, false positive cases (patients which receive the new treatment and the 

treatment was not efficient), usually noted here with b. The false negative cases (patients 

which receive an old treatment and the treatment was efficient), usually noted with c and true 

negative cases (patients which receive an old treatment and the treatment was not efficient), 

noted usually with d. 

Using the following substitutions: a = Y, b = n-Y, c = X, d = m-X (where X and Y are 

independent binomial distribution variables of sizes m and n) the absolute risk reduction 

(ARR) becomes: 

a c YARR
a b c d n m

= − = −
+ +

X       (1) 

From the mathematical point of view, the absolute risk increase (ARI) and the 

absolute benefit increase (ABI) have the same formulas but they can be calculate in different 

situation as was present in Introduction. Thus, mathematical speaking, the absolute risk 

reduction, and ARR-like functions dependency is of |Y/n-X/m| function-type. Let us call ci6 

the |Y/n-X/m| expression, as were define in a previous paper [3]. 

Based on the classically definitions [9] and on our experiences in confidence intervals 

assessment, were defined ten functions named: ADWald, ADAC, ADAC1, ADAs0, ADAs1, 

ADAs2, ADJeffreys, ADJeffreysC, ADBinomial, and ADBinomialC. The expressions of the 

functions are (for AD and D functions see ref. [3]): 

3 3

3 3

Y X X(m-X) Y(n-Y)max - -z + ,0
n m m n

ADWald(X,m,Y,n,z) =
Y X X(m-X) Y(n-Y)min - +z + ,1
n m m n

⎧ ⎛ ⎞
⎪ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎝ ⎠
⎨

⎛ ⎞⎪
⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎩

  (2) 

2 2 2z z z zADAC(X,m,Y,n z) ADWald X m Y n
4 2 2 2 4 2 4 2

⎛ ⎞
= + + + +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
, , ,

2

,  (3) 

( ) ( )( )ADJeffreys X,m,Y,n,a = AD D Jeffreys,X,m,Y,n, a / 2, a / 2  (4) 
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( ) a / 2 a / 2ADJeffreysC X, m, Y, n, a =AD D Jeffreys, X, m, Y, n, z, ,1 11 1
8ln(m) 8ln(n)

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

 (5) 

( ) ( )( )ADBinomial X,m, Y, n,a = AD D Binomial,X,m, Y, n, z, a / 2, a / 2   (6) 

( ) a / 2 a / 2ADBinomialC X, m, Y, n, a = AD D Binomial, X, m, Y, n, z, ,1 11 1
8ln(m) 8ln(n)

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

 (7) 

2 2

2 2

2 X(m X) 2 X(m X)
X 0.5 1 , m 1

m m
ADAC1(X, m, Y, n, z) ADWald

2 Y(n Y) 2 Y(n Y)
Y 0.5 1 , n 1

n n

,− −
+ − + −

=
− −

+ − + −

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
⎜ ⎟⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

  (8) 

3 3

3 3

arcsin Y/n-X/mY X X(m-X) Y(n-Y) 2max - -z + 2 1+ ,0
n m m n π m nmn

ADAs0(X,m,Y,n,z)=
arcsin Y/n-X/mY X X(m-X) Y(n-Y) 2min - +z + 2 1+ ,1

n m m n π m nmn

⎧ ⎛ ⎞
⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎜ ⎟+ ⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎜ ⎟⋅ ⋅⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟

⎪ ⎝ ⎠
⎨

⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎪ + ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⋅ ⋅⎪ ⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎩

 (9) 

3 3

3 3

arcsin Y/n-X/mY X X(m-X) Y(n-Y)max - -z + , 1
n m m n m n

ADAs1(X,m,Y,n,z) =
arcsin Y/n-X/mY X X(m-X) Y(n-Y)min - +z + ,1

n m m n m n

⎧ ⎛ ⎞
⎪ ⎜ ⎟+ −⎪ ⎜ ⎟⋅⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎝ ⎠
⎨

⎛ ⎞⎪
⎜ ⎟⎪ +
⎜ ⎟⋅⎪ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎩

 (10) 

3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3

arcsin Y/n-X/mY X X(m-X) Y(n-Y) 0.25 0.25max - -z + + + , 1
n m m n 2mn m n

ADAs2(X,m,Y,n,z)=
arcsin Y/n-X/mY X X(m-X) Y(n-Y) 0.25 0.25min - +z + + + ,1

n m m n 2mn m n

⎧ ⎛ ⎞
⎪ ⎜ ⎟+ −⎪ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎪ ⎝ ⎠
⎨

⎛ ⎞⎪
⎜ ⎟⎪ +
⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎩

 (11) 

The above-described functions were implements into a PHP program. The source 

codes for the functions are: 

function ADWald($X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,$a){ 
 $ad = abs($X/$m-$Y/$n); 
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 $t0 = $z * pow($X*($m-$X)/pow($m,3)+$Y*($n-$Y)/pow($n,3),0.5);  
 $tXi = $ad-$t0; if($tXi<0) $tXi=0;  
 $tXs = $ad+$t0; if($tXs>1) $tXs=1;  
 return array( $tXi , $tXs ); } 
function ADAC($X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,$a){ 
 return ADWald($X+pow($z,2)/4/pow(2,0.5),$m+pow($z,2)/2/pow(2,0.5), 

              $Y+pow($z,2)/4/pow(2,0.5),$n+pow($z,2)/2/pow(2,0.5),$z,$a);} 
function ADAC1($X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,$a){ 
return ADWald($X+0.5*(1-2*sqrt($X*($m-$X)/pow($m,2))),$m+1*(1-2*sqrt($X*($m-$X)  
     /pow($m,2))),$Y+0.5*(1-2*sqrt($Y*($n-$Y)/pow($n,2))),$n+ 

   +1*(1-2*sqrt($Y*($n-$Y) /pow($n,2))),$z,$a);} 
function ADAs0($X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,$a){ 
 $ad = abs($X/$m-$Y/$n); 
 $t0 = $z * pow($X*($m-$X)/pow($m,3)+$Y*($n-$Y)/pow($n,3)+2*(1+2/pow($m*$n,0.5)) 
     *asin(pow($ad,0.5))/PI/($m*$n),0.5); 
 $tXi = $ad-$t0; if($tXi<0) $tXi=0;  
 $tXs = $ad+$t0; if($tXs>1) $tXs=1;  
 return array( $tXi , $tXs ); } 
function ADAs1($X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,$a){ 
 $ad = abs($Y/$n-$X/$m); 
 $t0 = $z * pow($X*($m-$X)/pow($m,3)+$Y*($n-$Y)/pow($n,3) 
     +asin(pow($ad,0.5))/($m*$n),0.5);  
 $tXi = $ad-$t0; if($tXi<-1) $tXi=-1;  
 $tXs = $ad+$t0; if($tXs>1) $tXs=1;  
 return array( $tXi , $tXs ); } 
function ADAs2($X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,$a){ 
 $ad = abs($Y/$n-$X/$m); 
 $t0 = $z * pow($X*($m-$X)/pow($m,3)+$Y*($n-$Y)/pow($n,3)+ 

 +asin(pow($ad,0.5))/($m*$n)/2+0.25/pow($m,3)+0.25/pow($n,3),0.5);  
 $tXi = $ad-$t0; if($tXi<-1) $tXi=-1;  
 $tXs = $ad+$t0; if($tXs>1) $tXs=1;  
 return array( $tXi , $tXs ); } 
function ADJeffreys($X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,$a){ 
 return AD(D("Jeffreys",$X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,pow($a/2,0.5),pow($a/2,0.5)));} 
function ADJeffreysC($X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,$a){ 
 return AD(D("Jeffreys",$X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,pow($a/2,0.5)/(1-0.125/log($m)),   
   pow($a/2,0.5)/(1-0.125/log($m))));} 
function ADBinomial($X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,$a){ 
 return AD(D("Binomial",$X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,pow($a/2,0.5),pow($a/2,0.5)));} 
function ADBinomialC($X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,$a){ 
 return AD(D("Binomial",$X,$m,$Y,$n,$z,pow($a/2,0.5)/(1-0.125/log($m)),pow($a/2,0.5)/ 

(1-0.125/log($m)))); } 

In order to obtain a 100·(1-α) = 95% confidence intervals (is most frequently used 

confidence intervals) the experiments were runs at a significance level α = 5% (noted with a 

in our program). Corresponding to choused significance level was used its normal distribution 

percentile z1-α/2 = 1.96 (noted with z in our program). The sequence of the program is [3]:  
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define("z",1.96); define("a",0.05); 

In the assessment of the confidence intervals methods were used two formulas for 

computing the standard deviations, one which correspond to the standard deviation and the 

other one which correspond to the deviation relative to the imposed significance level α = 5% 

(see paper [10]). 

The performance of each method for different sample sizes (m, n) and different values 

of binomial variables (X, Y) were asses using a set of criterions. First were evaluates the upper 

and lower limits for a given X, Y and an equal sample size (m = n= 50) for specified methods 

(ADJeffreys and ADAC): 

$c_i=array("ADJeffreysC", "ADAC"); 
define("N_min",50);define("N_max",51);est_ci2_er(z,a,$c_i,"ci6","ci"); 

 Second, the assessment of the percentages of the experimental errors and standard 

deviations, for representative values for a list of equal (m = n) sample sizes were performs: 

$c_i=array("ADAC","ADAC1","ADWald","ADAs0","ADAs1","ADAs2","ADJeffreys", 
       "ADJeffreyC","ADBinomial","ADBinomialC"); 

• For n = 10: define("N_min",10); define("N_max",11); est_ci2_er(z,a,$c_i,"ci6","er"); 

• For n = 20 was modified as follows: define("N_min",20);define("N_max",21); 

• For n = 30 was modified as follows: define("N_min",30); define("N_max",31); 

The standard deviation of the experimental error (StdDev) was computes using the 

next formula: 

( )
n

2
i

i 0
X M(X)

StdDev(X)
n

=

−
=
∑

      (12) 

where StdDev(X) is standard deviation, Xi is the experimental errors for a given i, M(X) is the 

arithmetic mean of the experimental errors and n is the sample size.  

If we have a sample of n elements with a known (or expected) mean (equal with 

100α), the deviation around α = 5% (imposed significance level) is giving by: 

( )
2n 1

i
i 1

X 100
Dev5(X)

n 1

−

=

− α
=

−

∑
      (13) 

Third, the assessment of the experimental errors and standard deviations at central 

point X = Y and m = n = 4, 6..204 (m, n even numbers) was carry on. The sequence of the 

program, which allowed us to compute the percentages of the experimental errors, is: 
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$c_i=array("ADAC","ADAC1","ADWald","ADAs0","ADAs1","ADAs2","ADJeffreys", 
       "ADJeffreyC","ADBinomial","ADBinomialC"); 

define("N_min", 2); define("N_max",205); est_C2(z,a,$c_i,"ci6"); 

The dependences of the experimental errors average and of the deviations relative to 

the imposed significance level (α = 5%) for m = 4..14 and n = 4..14 were compute using the 

next sequence of the program: 

$c_i=array("ADAC","ADAC1","ADWald","ADAs0","ADAs1","ADAs2","ADJeffreys", 
       "ADJeffreyC","ADBinomial","ADBinomialC"); 

define("N_min", 4); define("N_max",15); est_ci2_er (z,a,$c_i,"ci6", "mv"); 

The last part of the experiment consisted on assessing the performance of methods in 

100 random binomial variables X, Y (1 ≤ X, Y < m, n) and random sample sizes m, n (4 ≤ m, n 

≤ 1000): 

$c_i=array("ADWald","ADAC","ADAC1","ADAs0","ADAs1","ADAs2"); 
define("N_min", 4); define("N_max",1000); est_ci2_er(z,a,$c_i,"ci6","ra"); 

We did not have the resources needed to perform the experiment for the methods that were 

based on the hypothesis of binomial distribution (ADJeffreys, ADJeffreyC, ADBinomial, 

ADBinomialC). 

 

 

Results 

 

The confidence intervals limits for ci6 function at m = n = 50 were obtained and the 

results were graphical represents using the SlideWrite Plus program (figure 1) and Microsoft 

Excel (figure 2). 

The Slide graphical representations (figure 1) were create using a 3D-Mesh graph type 

with 80% perspective, 45° tilt angle and 45° rotation angle. On X-axis was represents the 

values of X, on the Y-axis the values of Y and on the Z-axis the values of ci6 function, or the 

lower and the upper confidence intervals limits. There were represent with red color the 

experimental values from 0 to 2, with green the values from 2 to 4, with blue the values from 

4 to 6, with cyan the values from 6 to 8, and with magenta the values from 8 to 10. 
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Figure 1. The representations of the ci6 function and its confidence intervals limits computed 

with ADJeffreysC and ADAC at 0 < X, Y < m = n = 50 
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In figure 2 the confidence limits were represents depending on the values of the ci6 

function for m = n = 50 using ADJeffreysC and ADAC methods.  

 

 
Figure 2. The upper and lower confidence limits for ci6 function 

 with ADJeffreysC, and ADAC at 0 < X, Y < m = n = 50 
 
The contour plots of percentages of the experimental errors for equal sample sizes (m 

= n = 10, 20, 40) were illustrate in figure 3-5. On X-axis were represent the values of X 

binomial variable, on Y-axis the values of Y binomial variable, and on Z-axis the percentages 

of experimental errors for each specified method. The graphical representations were create 

using a 3D-Mesh graph type with 80% perspective, 45° tilt angle and 45° rotation angle. On 

the plots were represent the percentages of the experimental errors with red color (0-2%), 

green (2-4%), blue (4-6%), cyan (6-8%), and magenta (8-10%). 

The graphical representations of the experimental errors percentages for m = n = 10 

were presented in figure 3; for m = n = 20 in figure 4, and for m = n = 30 in figure 5. 
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Figure 3. The percentages of experimental errors for ci6 function with ADAC, ADAC1, 

 ADWald, ADAs0, ADAs1, and ADAs2 at 0 < X, Y < m = n = 10 
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Figure 3. The percentages of experimental errors for ci6 function  with ADJeffreys, 

ADJeffreysC, ADBinomial, and ADBinomialC at 0 < X, Y < m = n = 10 
 
The averages of experimental errors (MErr) and standard deviations (StdDev) for ci6 

function using all the method are in table 1. 

 
m=n ADAC ADAC1 ADWald ADAs0 ADAs1 

10 3.10 (1.36) 4.63 (1.95) 7.00 (3.60) 4.24 (1.40) 4.24 (1.40) 
20 3.75 (1.38) 4.35 (1.77) 5.74 (2.60) 4.71 (1.45) 4.36 (1.44) 
30 5.28 (2.04) 4.42 (1.45) 5.28 (2.04) 3.84 (1.37) 4.62 (1.40) 

m=n ADAs2 ADJeffreys ADJeffreysC ADBinomial ADBinomialC 
10 5.13 (1.99) 3.78 (1.95) 4.29 (2.20) 2.43 (1.58) 2.53 (1.59) 
20 4.95 (1.68) 4.44 (1.72) 4.72 (1.72) 3.60 (1.61) 3.87 (1.65) 
30 4.41 (1.37) 4.74 (1.48) 4.47 (1.73) 4.84 (1.84) 3.98 (1.63) 

Table 1. The MErr and StdDev (into parentheses) for ci6 function at m = n = 10, 20, and 30 
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Figure 4. The percentages of experimental errors ci6 function with ADAC, ADAC1, ADWald, 

ADAs0, ADAs1, and ADAs2 at 0 < X, Y < m = n = 20 
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Figure 4. The percentages of experimental errors for ci6 function with ADJeffreys, 

ADJeffreysC, ADBinomial and ADBinomialC at 0 < X, Y < m = n = 20 
 

 
Figure 5. The percentages of experimental errors for ci6 with ADAC, and ADAC1 at m=n=30 
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Figure 5. The percentages of experimental errors for ci6 function with ADWald, ADAs0, 

ADAs1, ADAs2, ADJeffreys, and ADJeffreysC at 0 < X, Y < m = n = 30 
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Figure 5. The percentages of experimental errors for ci6 function with ADBinomial, and 

ADBinomialC at 0 < X, Y < m = n = 30 
 

The assessment of the confidence intervals methods was carry on with a particular 

situation: X = Y and m = n = 4, 6,..204 (even number).  

The experimental results were import in Microsoft Excel where the graphical 

representations were creating (figure 6). On horizontal-axis were represent the m = n = 4, 

6..204 (even number) depending on X = Y and on the vertical axis the percentages of the 

experimental errors. 

 

 

 
Figure 6. The percentages of the experimental errors for ci6 function 

 at X = Y and m = n = 4,6..200  
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Figure 6. The percentages of the experimental errors for ci6 function 

 at X = Y and m = n = 4,6..200  
 
The averages (MErr) and standard deviations (StdDev) of the experimental errors were 

present in table 2.  

 
Method ADAC ADAC1 ADWald ADAs0 ADAs1 

MErr (StdDev) 5.14 (0.60) 5.53 (1.07) 5.67 (1.61) 5.31 (0.60) 5.29 (0.61) 
Method ADAs2 ADJeffreys ADJeffreysC ADBinomial ADBinomialC

MErr (StdDev) 5.38 (0.71) 4.76 (0.65) 4.98 (0.61) 4.73 (0.64) 4.95 (0.61) 
Table 2. The averages and standard deviations of the experimental errors  

for ci6 function at central point (X=Y) and m = n (4,6..204) 
 
The error maps of dependencies of averages of the experimental errors (left side 

graphs) and of the deviations relative to significance level α = 5% (right side graphs) for m = 

4..14 and n = 4..14 were present in figure 7.  

The error maps were creates with 80% perspective, 30° tilt angle, and 45° rotation 

angle. For the graphical representation of the experimental errors (left side graphics), with red 

color were represent the experimental percentages from 0 to 2%, with green from 2 to 4%, 

with blue from 4 to 6%, with cyan from 6 to 8%, and with magenta from 8 to 10%.  
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Figure 7.  Averages of experimental errors (left) and deviations relative to the significance 

level α = 5% (right) with ADAC, ADAC1, and ADAs0 at m, n = 4..14  
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Figure 7. Averages of experimental errors (left) and deviations relative to the significance 

level α = 5% (right) with ADAs1, ADAs2, ADJeffreys at m, n = 4..14  
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Figure 7. Averages of experimental errors (left) and deviations relative to the significance 

level α = 5% (right) with ADJeffreysC, ADBinomial, and ADBinomialC at m, n = 4..14 
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In the right side graphs (figure 7) were represented with red color the values from 1 to 

2, with green color the values from 2 to 3, with blue the values from 3 to 4%, with cyan the 

values from 4 to 5, with magenta the values from 5 to 6, and with yellow the values from 6 to 

7. The averages of the experimental errors (MErr) and the deviations relative to the imposed 

significance level α = 5% (Dev5) for sample sizes (m, n) which vary in 4..14 domain are 

present in table 3.  

 
Method  ADAC ADAC1 ADAs0 ADAs1 

MErr (Dev5)  2.79 (2.58) 2.27 (2.58) 5.43 (2.58) 4.89 (2.41) 
Method ADAs2 ADJeffreys ADJeffreysC ADBinomial ADBinomialC

MErr (Dev5) 5.95 (2.73) 3.72 (2.34) 4.18 (2.23) 2.29 (3.19) 2.61 (3.00) 
Table 3. The averages of experimental errors and deviations relative to imposed significance 

level for ci6 function when sample sizes m, n vary in 4..14 domain 
 
Using the results obtained from the 100 random binomial variable (X, Y; 1 ≤ X < m, 

and 1 ≤ Y < n) and samples size (m, n) from 4 to 1000 domain, a set of calculations as are 

described in paper [3] are done and presented in tables 4-7 and represented in figure 8.  

Table 4 contains the deviations of the experimental errors relative to the imposed 

significance level (Dev5), the absolute differences of the average of experimental errors 

relative to the imposed significance level (|5-M|), and standard deviations (StdDev) of the 

experimental errors. 

 
No Method Dev5 Method |5-M| Method StdDev 

1 ADAC 0.75 ADAC1 0.12 ADAC1 0.79 
2 ADAC1 0.79 ADAC 0.28 ADAC 0.80 
3 ADAs2 3.35 ADAs1 0.31 ADAs1 3.36 
4 ADAs1 3.35 ADAs0 0.33 ADAs0 3.37 
5 ADAs0 3.35 ADAs2 0.34 ADAs2 3.37 
6 ADWald 3.37 ADWald 0.39 ADWald 3.39 

Table 4. Methods ordered by performance according to Dev5, |5-M| and StdDev criterions 
 
In the figure 8 were represents with black dots the frequencies of the experimental 

error for each specified method; with green line the best errors interpolation curve with a 

Gauss curve (dIG(er)). The Gauss curves of the average and standard deviation of the 

experimental errors (dMV(er)) were represented with red line, while the Gauss curve of the 

experimental errors deviations relative to the significance level (d5V(er)) with blue squares. 

The Gauss curves of the standard binomial distribution from the average of the errors equal 

with 100·α (pN(er,10)) were represent with black line. 
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Figure 8. The pN(er, 10), d5V(er), dMV(er), dIG(er) and the frequencies of the experimental 

errors for each specified method for random X, m, Y, n 
 

No Method |5-MInt| Method DevInt Method r2Int FInt 
1 ADAC 0.18 ADWald 0.72 ADAs0 0.66 37 
2 ADAC1 0.37 ADAC1 0.80 ADAs2 0.66 37 
3 ADAs1 0.37 ADAC 0.80 ADWald 0.67 39 
4 ADAs0 0.42 ADAs2 0.83 ADAs1 0.67 39 
5 ADAs2 0.43 ADAs0 0.87 ADAC 0.70 45 
6 ADWald 0.48 ADAs1 0.95 ADAC1 0.70 45 

Table 5. The methods ordered by |5-Mint|, DevInt, r2Int and FInt criterions 
 

Table 5 contains the absolute differences of the averages that result from Gaussian 

interpolation curve to the imposed significance level (|5-MInt|), the deviations that result from 

Gaussian interpolation curve (DevInt), the correlation coefficient of interpolation (r2Int) and 

the Fisher point estimator (FInt). 
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The superposition between the standard binomial distribution curve and interpolation 

curve (

No Method pNIG Method pNMV Method pN5V 

pNIG), the standard binomial distribution curve and the experimental error distribution 

curve (pNMV), and the standard binomial distribution curve and the error distribution curve 

around significance level (pN5V) are present in table 6. 

 

1 ADWald   0.61 ADWald 0.65 ADWald 0.65 
2 ADAC1 0.67 ADAC 0.65 ADAs0 0.65 
3 ADAC 0.67 ADAs2 0.65 ADAs2 0.65 
4 ADAs2 0.68 ADAs0 0.65 ADAs1 0.65 
5 ADAs0 0.70 ADAs1 0.65 ADAC1 0.68 
6 ADAs1 0.74 ADAC1 0.68 ADAC 0.68 

Table ord  NG 5V rions 
 

abl auss curve 

and the

No Method pIGMV Method pIG5V Method pMV5V 

 6. Methods ered by the pNI , pNMV, and pN  crite

T e 7 contains the percentages of superposition between interpolation G

 Gauss curve of error around experimental mean (pIGMV), between the interpolation 

Gauss curve and the Gauss curve of error around imposed mean (α = 5%) (pIG5V), and 

between the Gauss curve experimental error around experimental mean and the error Gauss 

curve around imposed mean α = 5% (pMV5V). 

 

1 ADAC 0.76 ADAC 0.91 ADAC1 0.94 
2 ADAC1 0.76 ADAC1 0.82 ADAC 0.85 
3 ADAs1 0.46 ADAs1 0.46 ADAs1 0.84 
4 ADAs0 0.43 ADAs0 0.43 ADAs0 0.84 
5 ADAs2 0.42 ADAs2 0.41 ADAs2 0.84 
6 ADWald   0.37 ADWald 0.37 ADWald 0.83 

Table 7. The c ter r e and 5V criterions 

iscussions 

 

he graphical representation of the experimental confidence limits for specified equal 

sample

ges and standard deviations 

obtaine

onfidence in vals o dered by th  pIGMV, pIG5V,  pMV
 

 

D

T

 sizes (m = n) and specified method of computing confidence intervals is not a useful 

criterion of assessment. As can be seen from figure 1 and 2 we could not say that there were 

significant differences between ADJeffreysC and ADAC methods. 

Analyzing the averages of the experimental errors percenta

d for equal sample sizes (m = n) we can observed that, for some methods, the 
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percentages of the experimental errors increase with increasing the samples sizes (m=n) 

(ADAC, ADAs1, ADJeffreys, ADBinomial, ADBinomialC). Contrary, there were some 

methods that present a decrease of the experimental errors with increasing of sample sizes 

(ADAC, ADWald, ADAs2). Looking at the average of the experimental errors it can be 

observe that the ADAs2 followed by the ADAC1 and ADJeffresC where the methods which 

obtained the averages of experimental errors closest to the imposed significance level (α = 

5%). The lowest standard deviations was obtains by the ADAs0 and ADAS1 methods, closely 

followed by the ADBinomialC method. 

Looking at the results from the central point experiment (X = Y, and m = n = 4, 

6..2004

results obtained for sample sizes vary in 4..14 domain (m = 4..14, n = 

4..14) 

andom samples (m, n) and binomial 

variabl

s1 method obtained the maximum superposition between the curve of 

interpo

) we can observed that the ADJeffreysC method closely followed by the ADAC and 

ADBinomialC methods obtained the experimental errors averages closest to the imposed 

significance level (α = 5%). For the central point estimation there were two methods 

represented by the ADWald and ADAC1 that present for the extreme values of the binomial 

variables (X = Y) averages of the experimental errors greater than 8%. This behavior can be 

seen until X = Y = 5. 

Analyzing the 

we can observe that, excepting the ADAs2 method all the averages of experimental 

errors were less than expected value (100·α). The ADAs1 method was the one that obtained 

the best estimation (an average of the errors equal with 4.89%), followed by the ADJeffreysC 

method (4.18%). The lowest standard deviation relative to the imposed significance level (α = 

5%) was obtained by the ADJeffreysC method (2.23). 

Looking at the results obtained from the r

es (X, Y) we can remark that the ADAC and ADAC1 methods obtained the closest 

experimental errors average to the imposed significance levels (α = 5%), the lowest 

experimental standard deviation, and the lowest deviation relative to the imposed significance 

level (α = 5%).  

The ADA

lation and the curve of standard binomial distribution. The maximum superposition 

between the curve of standard binomial distribution and the curve of experimental errors was 

obtains by the ADAC1 method. The ADAC and the ADAC1 methods obtained the maximum 

superposition between the curve of standard binomial distribution and the curve of errors 

around the significance level (α = 5%). 
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The maximum superposition between the Gauss curve of interpolation and the Gauss 

curve o

 Conclusions 

The percentages of the experimental errors for some methods of computing confidence 

interva

 ADJeffreysC method obtained the best 

perform

 sizes (m, n) all 

present

, ADCA1 and ADJeffreysC 

functio
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